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Perspective VMS® uses HTML5 interactive features in a browser-based 
software designed to provide real-time situational awareness. Video 
analytics, access control, and several third-party security applications 
are integrated with PVMS, creating a unified security platform with an 
ability to track behavior and movement while automating processes 
for administrators and users.


LENSEC has conducted functional testing to ensure that Perspective 
VMS® is compatible with DNA Fusion™ access control systems by Open 
Options.


A PVMS installation can consist of services running on a single server or 
multiple servers, depending on your deployment needs. DNA Fusion™ 
servers and PVMS servers can communicate to one another across a 
network, sharing critical information between systems. 
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LENSEC recommends security-optimized hardware  
products for physical security deployments capable of 
enterprise-level functionality. Hardware designed to fit 
different project sizes is available through LENSEC and other 
third-party manufacturers. Hardware Certification testing 
is performed in manufacturer labs to ensure that 
customers are receiving cutting-edge technology. 


The capabilities of Perspective VMS® are extended by 
partnering with software companies and technology 
providers, such as Open Options. Functional software 
integrations unify the security interface into one platform 
that is easy to manage, while providing power features, 
such as video verification of access control events. 


PVMS Workflows enable users to leverage physical and 
logical inputs from physical security hardware, such as 
DNA Fusion™ access control systems. If-This-Then-That 
logic is used to automate standard operating procedures  
in the unified security platform. Workflows can generate 
many actions automatically,  improving proactive 
responses to security incidents. 


Perspective VMS® offers Reports that catalog and detail 
DNA Fusion™ access control events. Events are found in 
transaction history reports, allowing system 
administrators to filter and search for activity, such as 
cardholder access, invalid entries, doors forced open, 
and more. 


LENSEC and Open Options are partnering on software 
integration providing customers and partners with greater 
efficiency and flexibility when combining LENSEC’s Perspective 
VMS® and DNA Fusion™ access control systems.


LENSEC & Open Options 
Collaborate on Integration With 
PVMS & DNA Fusion™ Software
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Open Options is a reliable source for open-platform 
access control solutions. The company is committed 
to a business that focuses on connecting with 
customers to continually ensure an unmatched user 
experience. DNA Fusion™ is the most IT-centric 
product on the market, connecting seamlessly with 
leading security systems, including Perpsective VMS®, 
biometrics, audio communication, and more. 


Perspective VMS® software by LENSEC can control 
doors by issuing access control commands to locks 
and devices equipped with DNA Fusion™ access 
control from Open Options. From the Video 
Management Software, users can control doors from 
the map module or the camera viewer module, or even 
by incorporating automated logic workflows from 
Perspective VMS®. The software integration also pulls 
event information from DNA Fusion™ software and 
can import devices from the access control 
configuration database.







